FAMILY TREE #1 - (Jeff Lemire/Phil Hester & Various) When an eight-year-old girl literally begins to transform into a tree, her single mom, troubled brother, and possibly insane grandfather embark on a bizarre and heart-wrenching odyssey across the back roads of America in a desperate search for a way to cure her horrifying transformation. MT: $3.19 [19090729]

HEART ATTACK #1 - (Shawn Kittelsen/Eric Zawadzki & Michael Garland) Gene therapy has saved Americans from disease-only to give birth to Variants: people with powers so unique, the government denies their human rights. But a rebellion has begun… 40 pg. $3.19 (each) [19090782]

KILLADELPHIA #1 - (Rodney Barnes/Jason Shawn Alexander) Sins of the Father part 1. When a small-town beat cop comes home to bury his murdered father—the revered Philadelphia superhero—Olympia, comes crashing off the page and into reality. But as he nurses his wounded and delirious hero back to health, he discovers Olympia isn’t the only thing that came through… 40 pg. MT: $3.19 [19090732]

FALLEN WORLD SC - FC. (Dan Abnett/Adam Pollina) In the wake of his rebellion against the tyrannical A.I. that created him, Rai has renounced the way of the sword and works to build a new life for the refugees of the fallen nation of New Japan. But Rai will find his commitment to walking the path of peace tested by a distant land's quest for survival. Collects the complete Fallen World five-issue miniseries. Doug Braithwaite cover. 128 pg. $11.99 [19090771]

ABLAZE

MIRKA ANDOLFO: UNSACRED #1 - (Mirka Andolfo) Angelo, a voluptuous angel, and Damiano, a mischievous devil, are madly in love. But, while she does not intend to give in to temptation, he does. Should they succumb to their own desires? Like… (7x10) MT. Mirka Andolfo cover [19090782] Mirka Andolfo Angelina cover [19090783] $3.19 (each)

AC COMICS

21ST CENTURIONS #1 - (Stephanie Heike/Mark G. Heike & Stephanie Heike) A modern, contemporary pop-culture action and angst take on superheroes in this offbeat series that stars naive teen heroes and an enigmatic mentor with questionable motives. $4.76 [19090794]

Olympia #1 - (of 5) (Curt Pires & Tony Pires/Alex Diotto & Dee Cunniffe) Elion is a latchkey kid who spends his days alone reading comic books—until his favorite superhero, Olympian, comes crashing off the page and into reality. But as he nurses his wounded and delirious hero back to health, he discovers Olympian isn’t the only thing that came through… 40 pg. MT. $3.19 [19090734]

ROUGHRIDERS COMPLETE SERIES HC - FC. (Adam Glass/Pat Olliffe) Led by a young Theodore Roosevelt, a motley crew of soon-to-be American legends must work together to solve a mystery that threatens all of existence. Harry Houdini - street magician and master of misdirection. Annie Oakley - a washed-up entertainer. Jack Johnson - an undefeated brawler and the son of ex-slaves. When a terrifying alien technology destroys the USS Maine, these unlikely allies set sail for bloody Cuba. Contains Rough Riders: Riders On The Storm (1-6) and Rough Riders: Ride Or Die (1-4). 360 pg. (7x10) $11.99 [19090818]


EXCELLENCE VOL. 01 SC - FC. (Brandon Thomas/Khary Randolph & Emilio Lopez) Spencer Dales was born into a world of magic. His father belongs to the Aegis, a secret society of black magic assassins tasked with keeping the lives of others but never themselves. Now it’s time for Spencer to follow in his father’s footsteps, but all he sees is a broken system. Collects Excellence #1-6. 136 pg. $12.59 [19090757]

LA VOZ DE MAYO RAMBO VOL. 01 SC - FC. (Henry Barajas/J. Gonzalo) Based on the oral history of Ramon Juarigue, an orphan and WWII veteran who co-founded the Mexican, American, Yaqui, and Others (M.A.Y.O.) organization, which successfully lobbied the Tucson City Council to improve living and working conditions for members of the Pascua Yaqui tribe, paving the way to their federal recognition. 128 pg. $13.59 [19090797]

POSTAL DELIVERANCE VOL. 01 SC - FC. (Bryan Edward Hill/Raffaele Ienco) Postal returns to find Mark struggling with the responsibilities and horrors of being the new mayor of Eden, as it seems the newest member of their community has brought his own personal war with him. Collects Postal: Deliverance #1-4. Linda Seijic cover. 128 pg. MT $11.99 [19090820]

SECTION ZERO VOL. 01: THERE IS NO SECTION ZERO SC - FC. (Karl Kesel/Tom Grummett & Karl Kesel) A team of fearless adventurers band together to protect humankind from everything that doesn’t exist. Includes pins-up by George Perez, Dave Gibbons, Walter Simonson, and more. Collects Section Zero #1-6, plus extras. 216 pg. $15.99 [19090768]


DRAGONFLY & DRAGONFLYMAN #1 - (of 5) (Tom Peyer/Peter Krause) This sequel to The Wrong Earth follows gritty vigilante The Dragonfly and his innocent, campy counterpart Dragonflyman, before they became trapped on each other's Earths. Jamal Igle cover. (7x10) MT: $3.19 [19090822]

HASHTAG DANGER VOL. 01: PANIC ON DINOSAUR MOUNTAIN SC - FC. (Tom Peyer/Randy Elliott & Chris Giarruso) Three scientific adventurers face strange creatures, lost civilizations, and supernatural threats when they're not too busy being complete jerks to each other. Collects issues #1-5, plus the back-features from High Heaven and Captain Ginger. Richard Williams cover. 168 pg. (7x10) MT: $14.39 [19090824]
ANOMALY PRODUCTIONS LLC
ANOMALY PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS: COMIC BOOKS 1 - (Brian Haberlin/Various) Focuses on cover layouts (Jay Acalteno), anatomy (Whitle Portacio), figure perspectives, eye movements and more. Free downloadable Augmented Reality app (Jay Acalteno cover. [7x10] $7.99 [19090848])

CREATIVE CREATURE CATCHER ONE-SHOT - (Brian Haberlin/Geirrod Van Dyke) You've been chosen to join the Society of Creative Creature Catchers, because you're smart, caring, and really fun. Learn about and help return lost baby creatures to their homes. (8x8) $15.99 [19090849]

THE COSMO MIGHTY MARTIAN 1 - (of 5) [Fynn/Taylroy/Daylroy] An investigation on the asteroid Cerise quickly becomes a quest to find an alien descendant. Cosmo becomes the target of the ingenuous battle princess Shi, Tracy Taylroy, and the R.A.F. (Cosmo Cover) [19089865] Francesco Francavilla cover ([19089866] $3.19 (each)

SABINA THE TEENAGE WITCH Vol. 01 SC - FC. (Kelly Thompson/Veronica Fish & Various) The story of Sabrina Spellman, a teen witch from 1959–1960 in full-color for the first time (Sabina Cover) [19090957] $19.99 (each)

BURLINGTON ENTERTAINMENT
DOG FRANKENSTEIN: PHIL AND PROMETHEUS HC. FC. (Larry Wachowski & Lana Wachowski/Steve Skroce & Various) This oversized deluxe hardcover edition adds 64 new pages to complete the story. The collection includes a very personal introduction by Lana Wachowski, and is topped with original works by Geof Darrow, Steve Skroce, Tino Rodriguez and Virgo Parasio. Collecting Doc Frankenstei [1-6, plus 64 first-time-in-print pages. 240 pg. (6.5x2.75) $27.99 [19090993]

MATRIX COMICS 20TH ANNIVERSARY DELUXE EDITION HC (VARIENT PX COVER - POD) - FC. (Lana Wachowski & Various/Geof Darrow & Various) To celebrate the 20th anniversary of The Matrix, we’re releasing the full original run of comics, and a great deal more, including stories and material never printed, in a single oversized deluxe hardcover edition. Stories by Neil Gaiman, Dave Gibbons, Brian K. Vaughan, Michael DeAngelo, and The Wachowskis. Kaare Andrews covers. 400 pg. (7.5x11.3) [19090888] Trinity cover ([19090890] $39.99 (each)

CHAPTERHOUSE PUBLISHING
AMERICAN DARDEVIL BATTLE LEAGUE GLEASON NOVEL SC - B&W. (Brett Daking) The title of Leve Gleenest, a talking in comic book publishers in 1940s New York who fell in love in the whirlwind of Cold War America’s defining crusades: a nationwide campaign to censor comics, and the paranoia of McCarthyism and McCarthyism at the end of the world. This volume collects the first four issues and includes never before seen content. 128 pg. (7x10) Relist. Previous orders are cancelled. $11.99 [19090896]

FANTAGRAPHS BOOKS
STUDIO EDITION: DANIEL CLOWES HC - FC. (Daniel Clowes) This collection features over 120 pages of exact facsimiles of the original art, at original size, of Clowes’ best shorter works, the artist’s cartooning process. Curated by Clowes himself, this career overview collects raw original pages from the very beginning ([19090897]) $27.99 (each)

EC WALLY WOOD: ATOM BOMB HC - B&W. (Harvey Kurtzman/Wallace Wood) When Wallace Wood teamed up with Harvey Kurtzman, the result was some of the best war stories ever to appear. Atom Bomb and Other Stories collects all the combat tales Wood and Kurtzman did together for EC’s Fists of Tainted Tales and Frontline Combat. Plus, 32 of Wood’s war stories Wood did for GDW/editor Al Feldstein as well. 227 pg. (7x10) $27.99 [19090707]

HERMIES PRESS

HUMANOIDS
BIG COUNTRY GN SC - FC. (Quinton Peeples/Dennis Calero) This is the story of Grissom Callahan, the last in a long line of sheriffs. He learned everything he knows from his father and grandfather, but the ways of the old region don’t prove effective when a violent serial killer emerges in their small town. Darick Robertson cover. 128 pt. MT. $14.36 [19090506]

S E V E N L I V E S A L E N N O R MA I L - FC. A journey through Jodo’s personal life, in the life of his father, his life as a rhythmicist, the incorporative figure and of course, his work on Dune, the unfinished masterpiece. 208 pg. MT. $19.95 [19090930]

IT’S ALIVE
BATTLE FOR BRITAIN FROM THE PAGES OF STUART MCINTIRE - FC. (Paul S. Newman/Sam Glanzman) This Battle for Britain issue features the stories: Wreck the R.A.F., Strike the Fighter Fields!, and The Decisive Days. Plus: the back-up stories The Penny, Little Young. 46 pg. (7x10) Relist. Previous orders are cancelled. $7.99 [19090934]

BREATHERS 1 - FC. (Justin Madison) Follows the lives of a cast of individuals as they struggle to make sense of the dystopian world they live in, as a virus is unleashed into the air, rendering it deadly to humans. Among them: a detective whose addiction to the drug known as “Filter K” takes over his life; a brother and sister who, due to recent events, start to wonder if the air really is deadly and a breather salesman who is looking to make a name for himself after his past mistakes. 48 pg. $6.39 [19090936]

ONI PRESS
FIGHTS GN SC - FC. (Joel Christian Gillill) Fights is a world filled with uncertainty and despair, young Joel is pushed toward using his skills to solve his problems by everything and everyone around him. But fighting doesn’t always yield the best results. 256 pg. (7x10) [19090908]

POGO COMPLETE SYNDICATES STRIPS VOL. 03: CLEAN AS WEASEL HC - FC. (Walt Kelly) Volume 6 presents all 104 Sunday Pogo strips from 1959–1960 in full-color for the first time. Albert Alligator and Beauagard Buglebof fend off a man-from-Mars, Wally Gelandool and Owlvander investigate Communism espionage in the postal system. 344 pg. (7x10) $31.99 [19090912]

PRINCETOWN ЮЖНОЙ ВОЙСКИЙ: JOURNEY TO JUSTICE GN - B&W. (Gary Brookin) The journey to the final battle begins when Gudetama arrives on Earth and learns everything he knows from his father, the也开始他的工作. 112 pg. (14x10) $27.99 [19090915]

GUDETAMA: LOVE FOR THE LAZY HC - FC. (Wook Jin Clark) Dating is exhausting, so let’s take a light-hearted approach to exploring it with Gudetama, everyone’s favorite egg. 48 pg. (5.5x7.5) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $7.99 [19090965]

RICK AND MORTY PRESENTS: UNITY #1 - Howard (Cannon) It takes a special kind of unique and a controlled experiment on the kind of madness only an ex can deliver. Unity wants to make a play to take over the galaxy, and she’ll need the best (and worst) of her exes in her arsenal to do it. 40 pg. (7x10) MT. Cannon cover ([19090961] Siena Grace cover ([19090962] $3.99 (each)

OSPREY PUBLISHING
GUADALCANAL: HELL IN THE PACIFIC GN - FC. (Georgia Ball/Esteve Fields) Details the fierce struggle for control of the Solomon Islands, a pivotal point in the Allied campaign against Japan during World War II. Based on historical records and interviews from the men who fought in the Pacific theater, the book describes the landing operations, naval battles, and opposing military goals. 332 pg. (7x10) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $20.80 [19090963]

PRE-CODE CLASSICS: STRANGE SUSPENSE STORIES VOL. 03 HC - FC. (Various/Charles Nicholas & Various) Charlton Comics’ Strange Suspense Stories Volume 3 has lots on offer, with much of it being fairly serious and semi-scientific in tone. This battle-new-up that boasts Dick Giordano, Vince Alasema and Seymour Moskowitz. Collects #6-10 (May 1953 to Spring 1954). 184 pg. (7x10) Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $38.79 [19090968]

PLANET CARAVAN SC - FC. (Andrea Amenta/ Stefano Cardoselli) In the future, wars are waged over conquest of entire systems and galaxies. Lead by corporations, dominion there is a race to control all mining and farming properties. Jason, a soldier at the mercy of this endless conflict, must do their bidding and fight in these seemingly never-ending wars. 136 pg. $13.99 [19090987]

STADDY BEVERE AFTER WONDERLAND #1 - (Richard Rivera/Dyan Cannon) Set outside the regular universe of the Stabby Bunny regular series, this special alternative reality version takes Stabby to the magical surroundings of Wonderland. $3.19 [19090988]

WRETCHES #1 - (James E Roche/Sale Farias) Alone on the tough streets of an alien city far from the lifeless planet they once called home, siblings Shea and Sean spent their youth struggling to survive. Now, when the rough path that they no longer need to walk now finally catches up to them, will they be able to keep each other safe? $3.19 [19090990]

SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS
THE BEST OF RUTHERFORD BUDGETRIS GINSBURG’S JOURNEY TO JUSTICE GN - HC. (Deborah Lipstadt/Whitney Gardner) Supreme Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg is a modern feminist icon: a leader in the fight for equal treatment of girls and women in society and the workplace. Ruth Bader Ginsburg has often said that true and lasting change in society and law is accomplished slowly, one step at a time. This is how she has evolved, too. 256 pg. (7x3) $10.39 [19090993]

BECOMING R.B. RUTH BADER GINSBURG’S JOURNEY TO JUSTICE GN - 2-Color. (Deborah Lipstadt/Whitney Gardner) Supreme Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg is a modern feminist icon: a leader in the fight for equal treatment of girls and women in society and the workplace. Ruth Bader Ginsburg has often said that true and lasting change in society and law is accomplished slowly, one step at a time. This is how she has evolved, too. 256 pg. (7x3) $10.39 [19090993]
THE OTHER COMIC PUBLISHERS

TITAN COMICS


DOCTOR WHO: THE 13TH DOCTOR HOLIDAY SPECIAL #1 - (Ben Aaronovitch & Andrew Cartmel/Lee Sullivan) An English racers wash up in the Netherlands, wizarding cop Peter Grant is called in to investigate its unusual cargo. Anna Dittman cover. MT. $3.19 [19091017]

TOOMBOO STUDIOS

METRO GN - (Cullen Bunn & Brian Quinn/Flanagan) Meet Hunter Murphy. Yesterday, he died of a drug overdose in a filthy New York City back-alley. Today, he awoke in the City Morgue with no real memory of who he is or how he got there. He only knows his name thanks to the toe tag he’s wearing. When he runs into trouble (which happens quite a bit) the city seems to help him in some way. Francesco Francavilla cover. 160 pg. (7x10) MT. $20.00 [19091024]

VALIOT COMICS

BLACK STAR ABOVE #1 - (Lonnie Nadler/Jenna Cha) The year is 1887 and a storm brews. Lilac Dubois has spent her entire life tending to her family’s restaurant, isolated from the world. A chance at freedom comes in the form of a parcel that needs delivering to a nameless town north of the wilderness. (7x10) MT. $3.19 [19091030]

ROBYN HOOD: VIGILANTE #1 - (Ben Meares/Babisi Kourtis) After recent events Robyn has been locked away and labeled a weapon of mass destruction. Things are looking bleak until a new arrival inspires new hope. For older teen audiences. 212 pg. (6x9) $10.39 [19091082]

SZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT

GFT 2019 ARMED FORCES APPRECIATION - (Dave Francisco) Featuring an all new short story set in the Grimm Universe and special limited artwork by some of the industry’s top talent. Alfred Reyes cover. 48 pg. $4.79 [19091049]

GRIMM FAIRIES TALES 2019 HOLIDAY SPECIAL - (Jim Judge/Various) Tis the season to be terrified, as Grimm Fairy Tales returns with another year of holiday horror for the whole family. 48 pg. $4.79 [19091053]

MANGA

GRIMM FAIRY TALES BISHOUJO STYLE: SNOW WHITE - Standing nearly 9” tall, inspired by Jason Carolin, this illustration is limited to only 1,750 pieces. $67.99 [19091024]

SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT

DIRTY PAIR OMNIBUS GN - (B.W. [Haruka Takachiho/Hideyuki Takai]) Kei and Yuri, known as the Lovely Angels-or the notorious Dirty Pair, depending on who you ask. This new edition, re-titled “trouble consultants” for the galactic Worlds Welfare and Works Association (WWWA). But in their pursuit of space-wide justice, they cause space-wide destruction. 360 pg. [19091112] Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.99 [19091111]

PENGUINRUM VOL. 01 GN - (B.W. [Kunihiko Iyukawa/Isuzu Shibata]) When high school girl Hirimi Takakura escapes the clutches of death thanks to a spell inhabiting a beautifully polished final art, and everything in-between. From the obscure to the iconic, this book features packaging artwork, animation models, video game designs, comic pages, and, for the first time ever, production artwork from all six Paramount live-action films. 408 pg. (9x12) $39.99 [19091088]

TITAN COMICS

ACTIVIST STORY OF THE MARJORY STONEMAN DOUGLAS SHOOTING - (FC. Corey Montgomery/Altmara Smith) Corey Maison was born a girl, trapped in a boy’s body. Everything about Corey was female… except her physicality. Known as a gender dysphoria, this condition is devastating if not acknowledged. With unconditional love and support from her mother, Corey successfully starts the transition process. 96 pg. (6x9) $10.39 [19091045]

IDENTITY: THE STORY OF TRANSITIONING GN - (FC. Corey Montgomery/Altmara Smith) Corey Maison was born a girl, trapped in a boy’s body. Everything about Corey was female… except her physicality. Known as a gender dysphoria, this condition is devastating if not acknowledged. With unconditional love and support from her mother, Corey successfully starts the transition process. 96 pg. (6x9) $10.39 [19091046]

GRIMM FAIRY TALES ANOTHER STORY VOL.01 SC - (Bob Salley/Shawn Daley) After recent events Robyn has been locked away and labeled a weapon of mass destruction. Things are looking bleak until a new arrival inspires new hope. For older teen audiences. 212 pg. (6x9) $10.39 [19091082]